Name:_____________________________________________
Date:___________________
Touring Ancient Egypt Project Guide
You have learned about the geography and natural resources available to the ancient
Egyptians. You have also learned about how they used these resources to become the
world’s first superpower. Using what you have learned, you will now create a project
that gives us a tour of ancient Egypt.
Using Power Point or similar presentation software, create a presentation that will show
others what they would have seen if they had had the opportunity to visit ancient Egypt
as a tourist. While viewing Egypt’s great structures would have been important, people
would have also liked to learn a little about everyday life.
Your presentation should include the following slides:













An introductory slide that includes pictures and a title for your tour
Two to three slides that feature the Nile River and the river delta area
One to two slides that feature information about farming
One to two slides that feature information about mining
Two to three slides that discuss quarries and the building resulting from these
quarries
One to two slides featuring the significance of papyrus to the ancient Egyptians
One to two slides featuring the significance of gold to the ancient Egyptians
One to two slides that describe the desert areas of the country and how people were
able to inhabit these areas
One to two slides focused on the types of animals and birds native to ancient Egypt
One to two slides featuring other major bodies of water surrounding ancient Egypt
One to two slides showing any additional information you think would make your tour
more interesting
A closing slide that provides tourists with some final thoughts and information about
their visit to ancient Egypt

With a minimum of 14 and a maximum of 24 slides, it will be important to choose your
content carefully.
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Each slide must include:
 At least one color picture
 A title explaining what the slide is showing
 One to four complete sentences providing detailed information about what you are
seeing in this part of the tour**
 Optional: music and special effects
**Hint: think about how a tour guide would present various sites if you were taking the
tour in person. Use this type of tone when writing your sentences on each slide.
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